環境教育、⼈人權教育

Question 3:

Worksheet 7

In the story, why was the African king angry
about Dr. Dolittle’s coming? In your life, when

DR. DOLITTLE
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Critical Thinking

you get along with others, is it easy for you
to be influenced by your prior prejudice or
your first impression? What can you do to
prevent such a situation?
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

Question 4:

⼈人權教育、⽣生涯發展教育

In Chapter 6, Dr. Dolittle and his animals met
a large monkey on their way to the Land of

Question 1:

⽣生涯發展教育、家政教育

the Monkeys. The large monkey carried Gub-

Do you think that making money is more

Gub because the pig could not move fast

important than enjoying your job? Why or why

enough. Even when they were almost caught

not? In your opinion, what is the most

by the king’s soldiers, the monkeys on the

important thing in your life? Why?

other side of the river made a monkey bridge

________________________________________

to save Dr. Dolittle and his animals. In your

________________________________________

life, have you ever volunteered to help
strangers? Why or why not? How do you

Question 2:

⼈人權教育、家政教育、
⽣生涯發展教育、性別平等教育

In Chapter 2, Dr. Dolittle chose to keep the

feel after you help others?
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

crocodile and this made his sister leave him
and got married. Why did Dr. Dolittle make
this kind of decision? Are your pets more
important than your family? Now, some
married people choose to keep pets instead
of raising kids. Can you explain why this
situation happens? Will you also make
the same choice (keeping pets only) in
your future?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________

Question 5:

⼈人權教育、⽣生涯發展教育

In Chapter 7, the King of the Lions refused to
nurse monkeys, and Dr. Dolittle told him,
"One day you may be ill. Then you will want
someone, even a monkey, to nurse you." In a
modern society, do you think that it is
necessary to live with others? Or do you
think you can live alone?
________________________________________
________________________________________

